Built-in ECRS

A “Built-in Enhanced Child Restraint System” means an ECRS that is designed to be an integral part of, and permanently installed, in a vehicle.
Two classes

The built-in ECRS may be of two classes:

A; An integral class or,
B; A non-integral class
2.7.2. “Specific vehicle Built-in ECRS” means an Enhanced Child Restraint System that is designed to be integrated and permanently installed in a vehicle. This includes Built-in ECRS on removable vehicle seat.

2.7.2.1. The built-in ECRS may be of two classes:
- An integral class or,
- a non-integral class.
Renumber

Existing 2.7.2. in CRS-47-02e GRSP-55-08e rev4

New number 2.7.3.